West Coast Tour
5 Nights / 6 Days at your preferred date

Cape Town

This is South Africa – Experience it

www.ck-african-experience.com

Day 1:

Cape Town – Langebaan

 We meet at the airport or at your accommodation in Cape Town and head
ead straight up along South
Africa´s beautiful West Coast. On our way we will visit “!K
“!Khwa ttu Cultural Centre” where we will learn
more about the culture, heritage, knowledge, skills and contemporary life of the San people.
We then carry on exploring the beauty of West Coast National Park where we can enjoy a swim in the
azure blue lagoon. For Dinner we will visit one of the nice Fish Restaurants, Langebaan has to offer.

Day 2:

Langebaan / Paternoster

 After breakfast we start our day with a small drive through Langebaan before we carry on to visit the
West Coast Fossil Park.. At the West Coast Fossil Park we will join a guided tour to the well
well-preserved
fossil remains which date
dates back over 5 million years. Afterwards we carry on to Paternoster
Pa
where we
will enjoy our lunch. In the afternoon we can look forward to a beautiful Kayak Tour on the Atlantic
Ocean. (weather permitted)
In case the weather does not allow a Kayak Tour we will visit the Cape Columbine Lighthouse where we
have the opportunity to explore the insid
inside
e with a panoramic view from the top.

Day 3:

Paternoster - Cederberg

 Today we leave Paternoster early in the morning and make our way to Bird Island Nature Reserve where
we have the opportunity to see the rare blue
blue-eyed Cape Gannet up close.
After lunch we leave the coastline and continue more inland, into the Cederberg Area. For all Nature
lovers, this is the time to look forward to a bush camp with cabins or tents,, surrounded by Cederbergs
beautiful nature.. Look forward to a 100% local Dinner prepared by your Guide.

Day 4:

Cederberg

 Our day begins with scenic Walks and Drives in the Cederberg Area.
This Fynbos Region has one of the most intense species and subspecies of plants in the world.
The untouched area is home
ome to the Cape Leopard, Baboons,, smaller Antelopes, Lynx and an incredible
Birdlife. On a clear night you will be able to see shooting stars almost every 10 minutes. A night sky so
unspoiled by light pollution, which makes the stars look like diamonds in the sky
sky.

Day 5:

Cederberg – Riebeek Kasteel

 We leave the Cederberg area today and make our way to Riebeek Kasteel where we will visit a museum
giving us a bit of a historical background about the area.. Afterwards we will enjoy a wine tasting at two
different wine farms before we make our way to today’s accommodation
accommodation. We will enjoy a relaxed
evening on the last night of our tour.

Day 6:

Riebeek Kasteel – Cape Town

 Before hitting backk to Cape Town we will have the last adventure before our journey ends:
Enjoy a guided ride on a Quad Bike over open dunes with beautiful white sand similar to the Namibian
Desert.
esert. After the ride we will make our way back to Cape Town to your own booked accommodation.

This is South Africa – Experience it

www.ck-african-experience.com

